New and Updated Information for Remedial MAT 8/12/51/56 Fall 2014

- **NEW** MYMathLab has replaced MathXL for MAT 8 and MAT 12
- MAT 8/12 MYMathLab registration: (see attachment) [Registration information for MyMathLab(MML)]
- **NEW** MAT 8/12 students will receive a permanent course ID from their instructor which enables them to register online on the first day of class. Note that temporary registration codes are no longer needed.
- **NEW** MAT 8/12 students can purchase the package of text/ MyMathLab access code in the BMCC book store or purchase the stand-alone MyMathLab access code/ebook for the price of $60 directly on the website: [mymathlab.com](http://mymathlab.com)
- **NEW** Mat 8/12/51 Instructors must enter Midterm, Final Exam and CUNY Exam scores in gradebook on either MyMathLab or WebAssign
- **NEW** The deadline for submitting a completed COA Roster is two weeks earlier than in prior semesters. The financial aid certification date will be moved from the 21st day of the term to the 7th day of the semester.
- **NEW** MAT 56: Reduced price text option – a $90 “loose leaf” edition of text (includes WebAssign access code for same price) can be purchased in the BMCC bookstore and online **ONLY** at this BMCC microsite: [http://www.cengagebrain.com/micro/bmccmat](http://www.cengagebrain.com/micro/bmccmat)
  (Note: remind students that they will neither find cheaper prices at this Cengage website [http://www.cengagebrain.com](http://www.cengagebrain.com) nor the WebAssign site)
- MAT 51/56: Lower text price options were secured for BMCC if purchasing text and/or access code online **ONLY** from the following Cengage BMCC microsite for BMCC students: [http://www.cengagebrain.com/micro/bmccmat](http://www.cengagebrain.com/micro/bmccmat)
  (Note: remind students that they will neither find cheaper prices at this Cengage website [http://www.cengagebrain.com](http://www.cengagebrain.com) nor the WebAssign site)
- MAT56: A 70% or higher overall course average has been officially designated by the Math Department as a passing course average.
- Online copies of all remedial math materials can be found on the department’s new instructors’ remediation webpage, [http://bmccremmath.commons.gc.cuny.edu/](http://bmccremmath.commons.gc.cuny.edu/)
- All MAT 8/12/51 students are eligible to take the Final Exam and/or CUNY Exam. This is true regardless of whether each of the Intervention Assignments is completed with an average of 70% or higher.
- MAT 8/12/51/56 WU GRADE ASSIGNMENT OPTION: If a student stopped attending at any time (for instance, if they do not show up for the final) during the term then he/she should receive a WU grade. Instructors’ discretion advised.
- Attention: For a "repeater" student who has purchased an access code for MyMathLab or WebAssign in a previous term and has registered again in a new section
  - The student **does not** have to purchase the access code again. (as long as same text is being used)
  - The access code/ebook is honored for the "life-of-edition" (LOE) of the text book.
  - The student must obtain a new class code or class key from the instructor to be registered on MYMathLab or WebAssign for the new section.
  - Once registered in the new section, a student should automatically have access to the new section on MyMathLab or WebAssign as long as the student logs in with their old username and password.
  - If students do not automatically have access, submit a list of these students' names to Mark Jagai at: [mjagai@bmcc.cuny.edu](mailto:mjagai@bmcc.cuny.edu)